


INTERVENTION DESIGN FEASIBILITY CHECKS

What is Feasibility?
Feasibility – a critical assessment of whether an intervention is likely to change a

partner’s behaviour that subsequently delivers benefits to the target group – is
often neglected in intervention design. Good practice in MSD programmes
includes feasibility considerations, from sector selection through market system
analysis, into intervention design and implementation.

Why is this important?
Not all programmes incorporate rigorous considerations of feasibility which leads to

unrealistic strategies, interventions that do not deliver impact, and poor value
for money. Intervention design documents and initial results measurement
frameworks, whichever format you use, not only describe your strategies and
interventions, they also provide opportunities to critically assess feasibility.

This Good Practice Note describes a range of practical guiding questions, to sense
check feasibility during intervention design and implementation. It is not
intended to be ‘more work’ for programmes, nor a separate tool or framework.
Rather, these guiding questions build on frameworks already introduced and can
be incorporated into any programme management document or process, such
as intervention design workshops, concept notes, partnership justification
documents, or intervention guides. Table 1 suggests some considerations for
how to pragmatically incorporate these into a basic MSD project cycle, but they
can be used at any point in the analysis, design, and review process.

Table 1: Mapping feasibility checks to MSD processes and frameworks
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The remainder of this document is organised along the following guiding questions, with additional
details and examples provided in each section below.

Feasibility of opportunity:

● Is there really an opportunity for a change in the system that could result in improved growth or
access?

● How valuable is the opportunity?

● Who is interested and why?

● Why hasn’t it happened already?

● Feasibility of solution:

● How will the changed business model deliver benefits to the market actor and the target group?

● What are the costs of change?

Feasibility of partner:

● Is your partner assessment linked to the specific business model and evidence-based?

Feasibility of measurement:

● Is your basic measurement framework (theory of change and baseline data) emerging from your

work to date?

Feasibility of Opportunity
Interventions fail for many reasons, but experience has shown that one of the more common ones has
been insufficient assessment of the opportunity to promote pro-poor growth and access to basic
services.

Feasibility Check #1: Is there really an opportunity?

A common mistake programmes make is to design interventions with a ‘supply push’ mindset, rather

than a ‘demand pull.’ Identifying the ‘demand pull’ opportunity is important for two reasons:

1) It creates opportunities and incentives for more businesses to expand (‘grow the pie’), rather
than competing for existing customers.

2) It minimises the possibility of market saturation, which may depress prices.

Simply reframing your understanding and documentation as ‘demand and supply’ instead of
supply and demand can help overcome the tendency to overfocus on increasing supply for
which there may not be a real opportunity.

Feasibility Check #2: How valuable is the opportunity?

For an opportunity to be worthwhile to pursue, it must be valuable enough for the donor / implementer

in terms of the outreach of development impact (how many), the target group (how much), and the
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market actor (how big is the overall opportunity). This section suggests some basic rules of thumb for
estimating each.

Development impact – outreach

Determining realistic outreach projections is a problem many programmes face. Using available data from

your market analysis, coupled with reasonable, documented assumptions and applying benchmarks to
ensure they are realistic can help estimate projections. Following the three-step process detailed below
can help determine realistic impact projections:

Figure 1: Estimating outreach projections

● Step 1: Back of the envelope calculations.

Back of the envelope calculations refer to a number that is ‘more than a guess’ but not scientifically
precise. However, in the early days of a program, projections often need to be made with limited
information. Using what data is available, as well as documented assumptions where it is not, can
help make first projections.

● Step 2: Funnel of attrition

Sales, marketing, behaviour change and many other disciplines apply a more rigorous projection
calculation process than just back of the envelope calculations. Recognizing that people move along
a spectrum from awareness, to interest, to decision, to action, with the numbers of people reducing
along that spectrum. In development programs, a similar concept exists – that from how many
people can access an innovation, to how many use it, to how many benefit from it. Rule of thumb is
that ‘access’ does not necessarily equate to ‘benefit.

● Step 3: Diffusion of innovation

Innovation science provides one last benchmark when calculating projections. Using Rogers’ Diffusion of
Innovation curve, rough outreach projection estimates can be modified taking into consideration the
stages of adoption.

As a rough rule of thumb, getting to the early majority in any given sector, which is approximately 20% of
the entire population, is usually enough for the innovation to ‘stick.’ MSD programmes can reflect if
getting to 20% of a population is feasible given their resources and time frame to help refine
projections.

Development impact – benefit to target group

Estimating the potential benefits to a target group will vary depending on the innovation, but as a guide,

the benefits of the change must outweigh the costs. Programmes can estimate income benefits based on
similar innovations implemented in other contexts or run rapid trials themselves (‘micro-pilots’) during
analysis to test assumptions.
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Benchmarking against other programs: A forthcoming review of 41 MSD programmes found that
only 15 of them had any income target at all. Of those 15, the most common projection for
agriculture programmes was a 30% increase in income.

Sector impact – estimating the size of the opportunity

Quantifying an opportunity is an important part of determining feasibility and whether not a market

actor may be interested in pursuing the opportunity (discussed further in ‘Who is interested and why’).
The DCED standard provides detailed guidance on calculating projections, but a few pragmatic tips are
included below:

Use data from analysis to make rough estimates and projections, e.g. volumes and prices in value
chain; data from regulators and industry bodies; third party research; key informants; benchmarks
from elsewhere.

An example of estimating the value of plastics lost through value chain leakage in Dar es Salaam is
included below in Figure 2:

Figure 2: Example of the market size for plastics

Feasibility Check #3: Who is interested in the opportunity and why?

Most MSD programmes will have already determined who might be interested in this opportunity

through their market system research and their use of the who does / who pays and will / skill
frameworks. A rule of thumb here is to start with those who want to change and who have shown some
evidence of their willingness and ability to change. However, if you are working in an extremely thin
market with no viable partners, you may need to revisit the sector or function that has been prioritized as
it may not be feasible at all to intervene. Before moving on, you may consider thinking creatively and
looking for partners, possibly from outside the geographic area, or by embedding the innovation / service
in their existing business, you may have a wider partner pool to choose from.

Understanding who is interested needs to be complemented with why they would be interested. Your
market analysis should have identified who has the incentive to change, but at this point, you need to be
quantifying the opportunity to assess if the projected value / benefit will be attractive enough to
overcome the cost of change. Rather than precise business modelling, this is more about rough
projections using what you have.

Keep figures at high-level market numbers: Discuss unmet demand/market potential size, additional
sales volume, etc. In most cases, potential partners will be in a better position to translate these into
revenue and profit calculations.
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Feasibility Check #4: Why isn’t it happening already?

If you have identified a demand – pull opportunity and your rough projections suggest the opportunity is

of sufficient value to be of interest to market players and deliver a tangible benefit to your target group, it
is time to reflect on why it has not happened already.

Revisiting your political economy analysis may suggest reasons why this has not happened yet. Political
economy analysis does not just refer to the formal political structure of a country or sector, but who
exerts power and influence in a given sector and how supportive or resistant to change they may be. If
you have not done any political economy analysis, now would be the time!

But beyond considerations of power and influence, there may be hidden costs and risks or non-financial
incentives contributing to maintaining the status quo, which are important to understand and assess. For
example, analysis in Somalia uncovered that livestock traders were reluctant to deal with businesses
outside of the Somali ethnic community due to the lack of trust, the informality of agreements and
absence of neutral entities to enforce contracts, even though there was an opportunity to expand their
businesses.

Feasibility of Solution

Feasibility Check #5: How will the changed business model deliver benefits to the market actor and the
target group – and what are costs and risks of change?

A 2016 study conducted by BEAM exchange on market system development programmes indicated that

half of the projects failed because of ‘low profitability for partners and competitors’. One way to try and
mitigate failure for this reason is to critically assess the costs of change required to implement the new
model. Drawing the existing business model and the future, changed business model is a useful practice
during intervention design for two reasons. Firstly, it will help clarify what the innovation is clearly and
visually. Secondly, the drawing can be a useful prompt to assess the benefits, costs, and risks of the new
model.

An example from a programme working in the cocoa market system is provided below in figures 3 and 4.

Figure 3: Existing business model for non-certified cocoa beans
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Figure 4: New business model for certified cocoa

When considering the costs of change for all of the actors potentially involved, some of the specific
points to include in your analysis are the following:

● Investment cost vs recurrent costs

● Logistics, labour, and time implications

● New skills, inputs, relationships, compliance

● Impact on liquidity and profitability

● Lead time to positive return on investment (ROI)

As suggested in Table 1, this feasibility check is most likely to be done when preparing intervention
concept notes during implementation.

Do a pre-mortem on your interventions to identify hidden risks. A pre–mortem, the opposite of a
post-mortem, attempts to understand why something has already failed. Imagining that the
intervention has already failed has been shown to identify hidden risks that simply planning does not
consider.

Feasibility of Partner

Feasibility Check #6: Is your partner assessment linked to the specific business model and
evidence-based?

The will / skill framework is a useful first step in assessing partners, but it does not assess their capacities

and incentives for a specific business model. It is important to re-assess potential partners once a more
specific business model has been defined and be realistic about the change steps required. In addition,
like any framework, it is subject to ‘box-ticking’ and there is a risk that it is not based on evidence.
Including an assessment of a potential partner’s history (what have they done before) and momentum
(what do they want to do in the future) are two simple ways to increase the evidence base for your
partner selection.

A simple way to assess and document a partner’s history and momentum is provided in figure 5 below:

Partner A Partner B
History (does their track record indicate they are
likely to support or resist the change?)
Momentum (is their recognition or action aligned
with the desired change)?
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Figure 5: Assessment of history and momentum

Feasibility of Measurement
A final feasibility check at this stage of intervention design is essentially that, if your basic results
measurement is not clear by now, you have done something wrong. Basic results measurement refers to
a more qualified version of the theory of change, plus some of the baseline data you need to make
decisions and measure what you are doing.

Figure 6: Qualifying a theory of change

The six feasibility checks help qualify and test your theory of change, as shown in Figure 6 above. A more
nuanced understanding of the scale of the opportunity for the target group and the market actors. The
solution to overcome the functional constraint and unlock the opportunity. The market actor(s) with
whom to test the innovation.

Beyond qualifying the theory of change, the feasibility checks should give you baseline data needed for
measurement. What is the qualified population of people and actors that might realistically benefit from
an intervention? What is the time/uptake pathway likely to be? What are current levels of activity,
(under) performance, behaviour and practices? Use back-of-the-envelope calculations, the funnel of
attrition and DOI to make conservative projections of target group and market actors.
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Figure 7: Feasibility checks and measurement needs

If you’re experiencing challenges with setting up your results measurement at this point in the
process, you likely have an analysis and strategy problem, rather than a measurement problem.
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